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How-to Strategies for Positive Political Discourse & Debate

A Dozen Ways to Use Inclusive Language HANDOUT

When you use inclusive language, you send the message that you value, accept and 
respect all people. It’s a way to make people feel welcomed and safe. Yet, a surefire way 
to alienate people is to use language that might offend them in some way. So, keep a few 
things in mind as you embrace the diversity of people you’re interacting with this election 
season, such as… 

1. Ask about personal pronouns rather than assuming. 
2. Avoid words used within popular culture such as “crazy,” “retarded” or “gay.” 

These can be hurtful and alienate people. 
3. Don’t assume that everyone comes from two-parent households. And don’t 

assume that everyone has both a mother and a father. 
4. Don’t comment on people’s bodies directly or indirectly. You never know who 

may be struggling with body image issues. 
5. Don’t assume that an averted gaze is a sign of disinterest or disrespect. Direct eye 

contact is considered disrespectful by some cultures. 
6. Don’t rely on “people-harming humor” to get an easy 

laugh. That joke about an Irish person could easily 
offend a student and make the campus environment 
immediately unwelcoming. 

7. Make sure that when you talk about siblings, you also 
include only children in the conversation. 

8. Don’t assume that all romantic relationships are 
heterosexual. Figure out comfortable language that 
includes a wide variety of relationships. 

9. Don’t criticize someone who is late publicly. It may be a cultural thing rather than 
a purposeful lack of respect. 

10. Don’t just use student culture references (i.e. celebrities, musicians, trends, etc.) 
that apply to traditional-aged students. Adult student learners may feel excluded if 
you do. 

11. Use examples from a variety of religions and don’t take it as a fact that everyone 
believes in a higher being. 

12. Infuse names from different cultural backgrounds when providing examples or 
case studies. 

“Diversity is about all 
of us, and about us 
having to figure out 
how to walk through 
this world together.”
– Author Jacqueline Woodson


